
WHEEL SQUIRRELS
STUMBLE INTO BEAR
NUTS – AN ECONOMIC
UPDATE AND FORUM
A couple of days ago, we discussed what really
happened, and what the longer term implications
might be, in the Bear Stearns forced
sale/bailout over the March 15-16 weekend. There
have been several things that have come out
since then that are right on point with what we
were all chewing on. Consider this an open forum
for all things economy related.

THE NEW COLOMBIAN
GOLD AND WHAT THE
FARC IS UP WITH
WEAPONS DEALERS?
As you may recall, there is a lot of spooky
intrigue raising it’s ugly head lately in South
America. The latest piece of this convoluted
puzzle comes today with the announcement that
the FARC uranium has been “found”.

SOMETIMES YOU EAT
THE BEAR, SOMETIMES
THE BEAR EATS YOU –
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STEARNS THOUGHTS
What was the the Bear Stearns takeover/bailout
about anyway? Who really benefitted in the
present? What does it portend for the future? I
don’t have these answers; but I have a lot of
questions and the ground seems to be morphing so
fast on this that not only are we not getting
answers, the real questions are getting left
behind in the wake. To paraphrase Wilson
Pickett, we need to “slow this mustang down” and
think about what has occurred and where it will
lead us for the future.

WHAT TO GET TEH
WOMAN WHO KNOWS
EVERYTHING
I am here to tell you, keeping this here car
known as the Emptywheel blog well maintained,
full of fuel and on the road is more work than
it looks like. Marcy not only does that
consistently day in and day out, she does it
with a style, grace, competence and consistency
that is unmatched in the blogosphere. The effort
she leads here is not only informational and
enjoyable reading, it is of demonstrated
importance in the effort to expose and repair
all of that which is currently broken in our
government. So, if you have a couple of extra
Euros, please contribute to keeping this the
finest forum in the toobz.
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WHO LET THE DOGS
OUT? THE HOUNDS OF
HATFILL AND THE
FEDERAL RULES OF
EVIDENCE
Okay, earlier I made a mostly flippant comment
on the dogs in the Hatfill case. Despite it
being mostly in jest, that comment had what I
consider to be a critical, if not the critical,
point in it. From what it appears, the only bit
of “evidence” (and I use that descriptor loosely
here, and in the generic sense, because I don’t
think there was any proper evidence at all)
against Hatfill that served as the basis for
identifying him was that the dogs had alerted.
How well does the dog scent evidence hold up to
scrutiny? Not so well it turns out.

FEITH BASED INITIATIVE
AT THE PENTGON
The latest breaking news out of the Pentagon is
that the US mistakenly shipped ICBM warhead
nuclear triggering mechanisms to Taiwan in stead
of the helicopter batteries that Taiwan ordered.
When our government can’t even keep track of our
nukes and warhead triggers, Grover Norquist can
pretty much pull the drain plug; the job of
eviscerating the United States Government “down
to the size where we can drown it in the
bathtub” is about complete.
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OF EASTER EGGS,
SPITZER AND STONES IN
GLASS HOUSES
Ah, the constantly evolving case of Bungalow
Eliot and all the Spitzer snitchers.

HARD DRIVES TO HELL
Hard drives? Emails? We don’t need no stinkin
hard drives and email”! And that is pretty much
what the Bush Administration has told Judge John
Facciola and the DC District Court, not to
mention you, me and the rest of the citizens the
government is supposed to work for.

MARCH MADNESS –
BRACKETOLOGY AND
OTHER CHIDES OF
MARCH TRASH TALK
Spring is in the air! And, thanks to the Bush
EPA, a whole bunch of toxic substances are in
the air with it. But, for the moment, lets leave
the real work aside and get our swerve on again
with the trash talk. There is a lot of ground to
cover with March Madness in full swing, MLB
opening day a heartbeat away, the stretch run in
the NBA at hand and, my own pet favorite, the
start of the Formula One Grand Prix season. So
put the beer on ice, fire up the grill and, for
godsakes, put a hat on! Play Ball!
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WAXMAN ATTEMPTS TO
PLUG TRUCK-SIZED
LOOPHOLE FOR THEFT
Among those from whom Henry Waxman requested
information on the ginormous loophole for
contracting fraud is his old friend Lurita Doan.
Any bets on whether she was the one who put a
“get out of jail for overseas fraud” card in the
new rule trying to prevent that kind of fraud?
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